
Alaskan counterparts, whereas after the breakup we
observe an eastward displacement.

The conjugate properties of the breakup, itself, are
under investigation with some of the results given by
Davis and Stenbaek-Nielsen (1974). We have identi-
fied 24 events in our data in which we observe
brightening or poleward expansion of the auroras.
The events may not all be actual auroral breakups;
some may be just local activations as often are seen
in the aurora. The exact onset time of the brightening
often is uncertain, but apparently it occurs simultane-
ously or nearly simultaneously at conjugate points.
Most of the events appear to have their onset either
on the meridian of the airplane flights or to the west,
which is surprising since most of the events are in
the evening sector and the auroral breakup is thought
to originate near midnight. Thus one expects the
majority of the onsets to be located to the east of the
flight path.

During the breakup, itself, the auroras are so com-
plex and rapidly changing that it is difficult to estab-
lish the degree of conjugacy. The equatorward
boundary of the auroral displays remains conjugate
during the breakup. The poleward boundary does
not: poleward expansion normally is greater in the
Northern Hemisphere. Also more auroral forms are
evident over Alaska during the breakup, and the
forms are brighter. In almost all examples the most
poleward auroral form and the expansion itself are
much better defined in the Northern Hemisphere; in
one example a small but definite breakup is observed
almost exclusively over Alaska. Only a few examples
are found with the Southern Hemisphere auroras ex-
panding poleward of the Northern Hemisphere
auroras.

We do not know the reason for the conjugate point
wandering and the hemispherical asymmetry. The
generally brighter Alaskan auroras may be explained
by Earth's asymmetric internal magnetic field
(Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 1973), but whether this also
can account for the approximately systematic dif-
ferences in the auroral breakup is uncertain. If the
asymmetry of Earth's internal magnetic field is re-
sponsible we would expect brighter auroras and a
more extensive breakup over Syowa Base (Japan),
Antarctica, than over its conjugate, Reykjavik, Ice-
land. That such longitudinal and hemispherical dif -
ferences exist is indicated not only in the conjugate
flight data reported here but also in ot"er observa-
tions of auroral phenomena (Stenbaek-Nilsen, 1974).
Next year we hope to fly a series of conjugate flights
along the Syowa-Reykjavik meridian, in cooperation
with the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, to further
investigate this asymmetry.

This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grant Gv-28809.
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Cosmic ray intensity variations
in Antarctica

MARTIN A. POMERANTZ and SHAKTI P. DUCGAL
Bartol Research Foundation of the Franklin Irstitute

Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 19081

Acceleration of protons to relativistic energies
(about a billion electron volts), a relatively rare phe-
nomenon, occurs in discrete explosive events asso-
ciated with solar disturbances. Shortly after onset of
some major solar flares, cosmic ray intensity at Earth's
surface shows an abrupt increase over galactic back-
ground flux, reaches a peak in a few hours, and then
decays over a period of several hours (Duggal et al.,
1971; Duggal and Pomerantz, 1972, 1973). This
cataclysmic process entails a chain of events in which
particles in the solar atmosphere are injected into a
region where the acceleration mechanism is operative;
they are confined there for a sufficient length of time
to attain high energy and then are released into space
(Pomerantz and Duggal, in press).

Thus far, 25 ground level enhancements (OLE)
have been recorded. Both individually and collectively
these events have provided information on several
problems connected with acceleration and pro7aga-
tion of particles (Pomerantz et al., 1961; Duggal
et al., 1971; Duggal and Pomerantz, 1972, 1973;
Pomerantz and Duggal, 1974). Fig. 1 shows the
heliographic coordinates of solar flares associated with
all OLE detected since the start of observations in
1936. The centroid (asterisk in fig. 1 of all the OLE
occurs close to the base of the spiral interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) line 0-at connects Sun to
Earth. Other studies (Duggal and Pomerantz, 1971,
1973; Duggal et al., 1971; Maurer et al., 1973) show
that solar cosmic rays tend to follow the IMF. This
figure thus reveals that a very efficient transport
mechanism in the solar corona is effective over a
900 sector on either side of the so-called garden hose
line (Duggal and Pomerantz, 1973).
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Eleven GLE have been recorded by the super
neutron monitors at McMurdo and South Pole sta-
tions (Pomerantz and Duggal, in press). Detailed
analysis of the event of August 4, 1972 (Pomerantz
and Duggal, 1974) has revealed that the particles
were not accelerated to relativistic velocity at the
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Sun itself. From an analysis of the antarctic cosmic
ray observations and the global geomagnetic data,
we discovered a new mechanism whereby solar par-
ticles are accelerated to cosmic ray energies in inter-
planetary space. This occurs when ambient lower
energy particles are trapped between two converging
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interplanetary shocks. If the trailing shock T is mov-
ing faster than the leading shock L, energy is gained
in multiple reflections. As shown in fig. 2, the leading
shock during the record breaking August 4, 1972,
cosmic ray storm (Pomerantz and Duggal, 1973; in
press), propagated with a velocity of 1,400 kilometers
per second, whereas the trailing shock moved at an
unusual speed of about 2,900 kilometers per second.
Furthermore, satellite data show that there was a
large number of low energy solar protons in the
vicinity of Earth, between the two shocks. All the
basic requirements for the operation of this mecha-
nism thus were satisfied.

The extraordinary delay in the arrival of solar
particles during the July 17, 1959, GLE has been a
challenging problem over the last 15 years. Our
results show, contrary to prevailing ideas, that par-
ticle acceleration in this event also took place in
interplanetary space. In this case, the trailing shock
was 1.5 times faster than the leading shock, and the
large flux of ambient low energy particles also was
available as required in our model.

This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grant Gv-40904.
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South Pole magnetic observatory

JOHN D. WooD
Branch of Regional Geophysics

U.S. Geological Survey
Boulder, Colorado 80302

During the 1973 austral winter the magnetic
observatory operations at South Pole Station con-
tinued much in the same manner as they have since
the International Geophysical Year (1957-1958).

Magnetic field variations in declination, in hori-
zontal intensity, and in vertical intensity were re-
corded photographically with a standard Ruska
magnetograph at 20 millimeters per hour. Each daily
record is 19 centimeters by 53 centimeters, with
D, H, Z, and temperature traces. There also are
baseline traces for each of the magnetic components
and hourly time marks on the records.

Absolute control is provided by use of a Ruska
declinometer, a proton precession magnetometer for
total field measurements, and quartz horizontal
magnetometers (QHMs) for horizontal intensity
measurements. Vertical intensity is computed from
total field and horizontal intensity field measure-
ments. Scale values for the magnetograms are 6.5
minutes per millimeter for declination, 29.7 gammas
per millimeter for horizontal intensity, and 25.5
gammas per millimeter for vertical intensity.

In 1959 the mean declination value was 27°24';
it increased gradually to 27°46' in 1965-1966. Since
1965-1966 the declination has decreased gradually to
a current value of approximately 27°25'. The total
field has decreased from a mean value of 59,260
gammas in 1959 to a current value of approximately
58,000 gammas. In 1959 the mean horizontal in-
tensity was 15,800 gammas; the present mean value
is about 16,100 gammas. Vertical intensity has de-
creased from a mean of 57,100 in 1959 to a present
mean of approximately 56,000 gammas. Vertical in-
tensity is negative; declination is measured as west
of Greenwich Meridian.

Data from South Pole Station and from previous
U.S. antarctic magnetic observatories (Eights, Little
America, Plateau, and Byrd stations) may be ordered
from World Data Center A, Geomagnetism, Seismol -
ogy, and Gravity, Environmental Data Service, Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Boulder, Colorado 80302.

The magnetic observatory operations at South Pole
Station, along with most of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's geomagnetic programs,
were transferred to the U.S. Geological Survey in
September 1973. Within the Survey, the magnetic
programs are headquartered at the Federal Center,
Denver, Colorado 80225.
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